Strain localization in sandstone during embryonic stages of shear-zone evolution
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ABSTRACT

Geometric analysis of nested Riedel structures was used to identify and quantify strain localization processes within faulted Navajo sandstone. The analysis shows systematic deviation from the basic Riedel geometry complying with the Mohr–Coulomb criterion. Using cross-cutting relations amongst deformation bands within the Riedel structures, and comparing the orientations of the deformation bands to theoretical strain calculations, we identify two coupling deformation mechanisms involved in the early stages of shear-zone evolution, namely, granular flow and discrete faulting. Both mechanisms localize during strain accumulation, and the granular flow facilitates considerable change in the initial geometry of the Riedel structures. The analysis demonstrates a systematic sequence, by which new Riedel structures form after a constant amount of shear strain takes place in the sandstone. Analysis further indicates that granular flow is the major deformation mechanism during early stages of shear-zone evolution and discrete faulting is the dominant mechanism during later deformation stages.
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Introduction

Deformation in sandstone may take place by more than one mechanism. Field data, laboratory experiments and theoretical analyses have shown that strain accumulation may involve granular (particulate) flow, enabling relative motion of the grains without their breakage, and cataclasis, the crushing of the grains into finer fragments. Cataclasis may be localized in discrete discontinuities, or distributed within the rock (cataclastic flow). The deformation mechanisms of the sandstone is strongly related to the stress state (Zhang \textit{et al.}, 1990; Antonellini \textit{et al.}, 1994; Menendez \textit{et al.}, 1996), the rock porosity (Rutter and Hadizadeh, 1991; Scott and Nielsen, 1991), the mineralogical composition (Rawling and Goodwin, 2003), the cementation characteristics (Underhill and Woodcock, 1987; Ngwenya \textit{et al.}, 2001) and the degree of grain sorting (Antonellini and Pollard, 1995). The grain crushing initiates as the effective pressure reaches a critical value (e.g. Zhang \textit{et al.}, 1990; Menendez \textit{et al.}, 1996), and is therefore depth dependent. Fulljames \textit{et al.} (1997) state that within quartz-rich, porous sandstones, the transition between granular flow and cataclasis typically occurs at burial depths of 500–1000 m. According to Bense \textit{et al.} (2003), these mechanisms may alternate gradually from one to the other and coexist within transitional burial conditions. The coupling of these mechanisms is discussed by Borradaile (1981) and Ahlgren (2001).

When stress state and burial conditions enable cataclasis during embryonic stages of shear-zone evolution, cataclasis commonly occurs upon numerous small, segmented discontinuities rather than on a single distinct plane. These cataclastic small faults, termed deformation bands, are typically \textasciitilde 1 mm in width and commonly offset several millimetres. Their formation is closely related to collapse of pore space and a consequent major reduction of porosity and permeability (Aydin, 1978; Antonellini and Aydin, 1994; Davis \textit{et al.}, 1999). The deformation bands are frequently arranged in particular geometries known as Riedel structures (Fig. 1). The basic Riedel geometry consists of deformation bands oriented sub-parallel to the shear direction and synthetic to the sense of displacement across the shear-zone. These bands, denoted by R, form right-stepping en echelon arrays along sinistral shear-zones and left-stepping arrays along dextral shear-zones. Overlapping R-bands are typically connected by antithetic deformation bands, denoted by R'. Being conjugate sets, the R and R'-bands intersect in an acute angle of $\beta = 90 - \phi$ and create an angle of about $\phi/2$ and $90 - \phi/2$ to the general shear-zone direction, respectively, where $\phi$ is the angle of internal friction (Riedel, 1929; Tchalenko, 1968). Recognized also in fault systems of larger scales within various rock types and geological settings, Riedel structures have been widely studied (e.g. Riedel, 1929; Tchalenko, 1970; Moore, 1979; Jamison and Stearns, 1982; Naylor \textit{et al.}, 1986; Mandl, 1987; Antonellini and Aydin, 1995; Arboleya and Engelder, 1995; Davis \textit{et al.}, 1999; Ahlgren, 2001; Shipton and Cowie, 2001).

In a previous study (Katz \textit{et al.}, 2004) we presented outcrop-scale field observations demonstrating systematic deviations from the basic Riedel geometry within adjacent and nested Riedel structures. Using geometrical features, namely the orientation, spacing, spatial distribution and relative age of the deformation bands within the structures, we suggested a conceptual kinematical model which relates the geometry of nested Riedel structures to progressive accumulation and localization of shear strain. According to the model, evolution of a Riedel structure is dominated by two coexisting mechanisms; discrete, abrupt faulting in the form of conjugate deformation bands, and continuous granular flow sub-parallel to the R-deformation bands, causing simple shear of the entire Riedel structure.
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and primary rotation of its R'-deformation bands. The initial angle ($\beta_0$) between the R and R'-bands generally complies with the Mohr–Coulomb criterion, exhibiting typical values of 45° (Fig. 2a). As strain accumulates, granular flow across domains bounded by R-bands facilitates rotation and thereby increases the angle $\beta$. Upon further strain accumulation, new elongated and narrow Riedel structures are formed, overprinting the older structures (Fig. 2b). Supplementary shear strain is being localized within the new structures, sub-parallel to the general shear direction. Within these domains substantial rotation occurs, changing the primary R'-bands, now rotating as passive markers, into a sigmoideal-like shape (Fig. 2c–d).

In the present study we define quantitatively the relationship between the two deformation mechanisms, using measured angles amongst R'-bands of nested Riedel structures (i.e. Riedel complex). Comparison of these measurements with theoretical strain calculations shows that all R'-bands of a particular Riedel structure are likely to form simultaneously and create a characteristic angle with the R'-bands of earlier formed structures. Moreover, this angle, under minor variance, is common amongst any subsequent R'-band generations. This implies that a constant amount of shear strain, which rotated the R'-bands via granular flow, took place between the creation of any subsequent Riedel generations.

**Geologic setting**

Field observations were documented in shear zones within the Jurassic Navajo sandstone of Capitol Reef National Park, Utah. The Navajo Formation, underlain by shales and sandstones of the Jurassic Glen-Canyon Group and overlain by shales and sandstones of the Jurassic San Rafael Group, consists of massive, porous, quartz-rich sandstone (Kiersch, 1950; Marzolf, 1983, 1990; Antonellini and Aydin, 1994). This sequence was folded during the formation of the NW–N trending Waterpocket monocline, believed to have initiated at $\sim$75 Ma and to have ceased activity prior to the Eocene (Baker, 1935; Kelley, 1955; Dumitru et al., 1994). The development of the Waterpocket monocline and neighbouring uplifts was associated with regional tectonic deformation that affected the Colorado Plateau of southern Utah during the Laramide (Davis, 1999). The present work was conducted at the northern bank of Capitol Wash, which crosses the monocline from west to east, 6 km south of the Fremont River (Fig. 3).

Using fission-track data, Dumitru et al. (1994) constrained the maximum temperature and burial depth of Permian Waterpocket rocks to be $\sim$85–
95 °C and 2–3 km just before the creation of the Waterpocket monocline. This implies maximum temperature and burial depth of ~60 °C and 1–2 km for the overlain Navajo sandstone at that time, assuming normal geothermal gradient.

The stresses associated with the tectonic activity of the Waterpocket monocline, and the burial conditions of the Navajo Formation enabled various internal deformation features to develop in the rock (e.g. Shipton and Cowie, 2001; Bump and Davis, 2003; Davatzes et al., 2003). Davis (1999) and Davis et al. (1999) documented Riedel structures in conjugate sets at Sheets Gulch, located approximately 16 km south of the present study area, suggesting they accommodated strain during the Laramide regional shortening, perpendicular to the Waterpocket monocline hinge. Roznovsky and Aydin (2001) proposed that major Riedel-structure networks concentrate in areas where the monocline changes its orientation due to underlying fault geometry.

Field observations

Riedel complexes, comprising nested structures of meso to micro scales were documented within sinistral and dextral shear-zones. Figure 4(a) shows such a complex within an extending sinistral shear zone. Four generations of Riedel structures were identified using cross-cutting relations; the oldest (generation I) consists of sparse, broadly distributed deformation bands, and is overprinted by a more localized, denser structure (generation II). Generations I and II are overprinted by a younger structure, exhibiting a dense network of deformation bands and restricted to narrow and elongated domains (generation III). A few R'-bands which belong to a fourth generation overprint all former structures. The en-echelon architecture of the R-bands is apparent within the structures of generations II and III.

Orientation of R'-bands were measured within an exposure of detailed nested Riedel structures (Fig. 4b). Noticeably, R'-bands of the same generation appear to be sub-parallel.

Shear strain and line rotation

Our kinematical model is based on the geometrical relations between the simple shear strain imposed on a material and the consequent rotation of a line within it. This is expressed as (after Ramsay and Huber, 1983):

$$\gamma = \frac{\sin (\beta_2 - \beta_1)}{\sin \beta_1 \sin \beta_2},$$

where $\gamma$ is the shear strain, $\beta_1$ and $\beta_2$ are the angles between the line and the shear direction before and after rotation, respectively, and $(\beta_2 - \beta_1)$ is referred to as the line rotation angle (Fig. 5).

Using Eq. (1) and given the orientation of any pair of lines in the material prior to shearing, new orientations of the lines can be calculated as a function of the imposed shear strain. The orientation of such a pair can be demonstrated by a single point $(\beta, \gamma)$ on a graph, henceforth denoted as a line rotation diagram (Fig. 5c). Of the two angles created between the lines of the pair and the shear direction, $\beta$ represents the smaller angle and $\gamma$ represents the larger one. Among further shear and consequent rotation of the lines, the point $(\beta, \gamma)$ follows a unique curved path which depends solely on the initial orientation of the lines.

During the formation of nested Riedel structures, new structures overprint previous ones and R'-bands of younger generations cross-cut older R'-bands. Due to varying degrees of shear within different locations in the complex, different sectors of a pair of cross-cutting R'-bands may undergo different amounts of rotation (Fig. 2e). Based on the principle presented in Fig. 5c), when drawn on a line rotation diagram, the points representing different sectors of the pair will align along the same unique curve, depending solely on the initial orientation of the pair.

This principle may gain wider significance if two conditions are met during the formation of any Riedel structure within the complex: first, if all R'-bands of a particular structure are formed simultaneously, and second, if they share a common orienta-
tion as they form. If these two conditions are satisfied, the orientation of all pairs composed by \( R' \)-bands of two given subsequent generations must be initially similar. Consequently, all pairs composed of subsequent generations must be represented by points that align along the same unique curve on the line rotation diagram, regardless of their location within the complex and the amount of strain they were subjected to.

The measurements for pairs composed of subsequent \( R' \)-band generations are presented and compared to theoretical orientation curves in Fig. 6. \( \beta \) and \( x \) values represent the angles that the younger and older \( R' \)-band of each pair create with the shear direction, respectively. It is apparent

Fig. 4 (a) Nested Riedel structures within an E-trending sinistral shear zone. Inset shows details of angular and cross-cutting relations between \( R' \)-bands of different generations. (b) Drawings of the deformation bands shown in (a). Four generations of Riedel structures were identified using cross-cutting relations; black (oldest, denoted 'Generation I' in text), red (denoted 'Generation II'), blue (denoted 'Generation III'), and yellow (youngest, denoted 'Generation IV').

Fig. 5 Orientation of a pair of lines within a material: (a) before simple shear takes place, and (b) after simple shear \( (\gamma = d/s = 0.7) \) takes place. (c) Orientation of the pair is demonstrated by a line rotation diagram, showing its initial \( (\beta_1,\alpha_1) \) and final \( (\beta_2,\alpha_2) \) positions as a function of shear strain \( \gamma \). During rotation of the pair, the point \( (\beta_1,\alpha_1) \) follows a unique curved path which depends solely on the initial position of the pair.
that the majority of the measurements (29 of 35) align within the curve calculated for initial \((\beta, \alpha) = (45^\circ, 55^\circ)\), and the curve calculated for initial \((\beta, \alpha) = (45^\circ, 75^\circ)\).

**Discussion and conclusions**

The observations exhibit two main features that should be highlighted. The first is the sub-parallelism of R'-bands that belong to the same Riedel structure, and underwent the same amount of shear strain. This indicates that the R'-bands were formed simultaneously and shared the same initial orientation. As shown by Katz et al. (2004) for the Navajo sandstone, the initial angle \(\beta_0\) between the R'-bands and R-band's direction generally complies with the Mohr–Coulomb criterion, exhibiting typical values of 45\(^\circ\). The second is the alignment of over 80% of the measurements within the curve calculated for initial \((\beta, \alpha) = (45^\circ, 55^\circ)\) and the curve calculated for initial \((\beta, \alpha) = (45^\circ, 75^\circ)\), implying a particular evolution of the band's orientation with shear. These measurements suggest that within any pair of subsequent R'-bands, the former R'-band had already been rotated to 65 ± 10\(^\circ\), with respect to the R-band direction, by the time the latter R'-band formed, orienting about 45\(^\circ\) with respect to the same reference. Accordingly, the deformed Navajo sandstone underwent simple shear strain of approximately 0.5 ± 0.2 via granular flow, between each formation of a new Riedel structure.

Given this relationship between the two coexisting mechanisms, and given the limited offset of up to several millimetres on a single deformation band (Aydin, 1978), it is important to quantify the relative contribution of each mechanism to the overall rock deformation. As shear strain \((d/s)\) that occurs between faulting episodes is roughly constant, \(d\) values are in accordance with the values of \(s\). Hence, during the early stages of the Riedel complex evolution, as structures are sparse and spacing \(s\) between R-bands is large, \(d\) values are high and only a few subsequent Riedel generations are formed during a given slip on the Riedel complex. At later stages however, when deformation localizes to narrow domains and R-band spacing becomes small, low \(d\) values enable more discrete faulting episodes to take place during a given slip on the complex. It is therefore suggested that at early stages of the Riedel complex evolution the granular flow is the dominant deformation mechanism, whereas at later stages the discrete faulting overrides and becomes the dominating one. This conclusion is in accordance with field observations, showing the latest Riedel structure domains to be comprised almost entirely of faulted and crushed quartz grains.

We have been able to uncover the nature and characterize the relationship between two deformation mechanisms which govern the embryonic stages of shear zone evolution in sandstone. The question still remains, however, what causes the coexistence of these two different mechanisms under the same stress conditions. Realizing the relationship between them, we suggest that stresses which are accommodated during shear via
granular flow are released during the episodes of discrete faulting. Depending on the mechanical properties of the rock, the faulting will take place at every given amount of shear strain, which averages 0.5 in the Navajo sandstone.
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